**iNc:**

MOTU: -20  
START: volume slider at 0  
INSTRUMENT: 1, 2, 5, 6, 7  
(line 47 in code)

TIMING: 12 min. total  
*(running straight through each cell in 12 min, ~13 seconds per cell)*

Start sparsely, low volume, fade in, don’t be afraid not to always loop, cutting out is ok, so is not playing every cell

Be aware of your neighbors

Conductor will show signs showing which general group of cells you should be playing in:

1-10, 11-20, 21-30, 31-40, 41-50, 51-53, 53(Loop)

Conductor will hold up fingers at 5 min. elapsed and 10 min. elapsed

Watch Conductor for any additional standard Slork hand-signals (density, volume)

ENDING: conductor will initiate 2 or three crescendos or decrescendos for the whole ensemble on cell 53